The Future of Mankind
Look at them: they are talking about the End of the man! In their narcissistic
madness they went so far that, in the very beginning of the civilization, they
dared to prophesy its end!
Human civilization has been in existence only for 5,000 years and it will still
continue to develop after the death of the discernible universe- 20 billion years
from now!
The Mind of the universe and the Consciousness are beginingless and timeless.
And they will continue to exist for another 20 to the power of 80 billion years! It
took only 2,000 years to subjective thinking and rational thinking to develop,
and the science has been in existence for only 500 years- through which the
mankind took a huge leap forward! So for the mankind there are another 20
billion years of materialistic development to come, and 20 multiplied 80 times
by itself hexadecimal years of psychical evolution and development!
Human civilization is still in its beginning, it is only a very young child that is
just learning to walk!
Only for the last 1 million years the human Brain has marked a tremendous
increase of its mass - twice as much as it was 2 million years ago!
And the pace of its evolution marks exponential increase! Every 10 years the
human brain increases its functional potential, and in the last century it started to
increase the number of its neurons and its morphological volume every 20 years!
Over the last five centuries, the brain started increasing its mass and the number
of the neurons every 50 years but throughout the 20th century the brain
experienced exponential growth!
Now the number of the neurons increases every 10 years and by the end of the
21st century – in 2100, the two hemispheres will increase by one-third, and by
the end of the 22nd – in 2300-the two hemispheres will double their size!
In respect of their morphological and functional Synthesis and integratorCorpus Callus, increasing its size three times - it will evidently start to
differentiate into a third cerebral hemisphere - in 23rd the , which will
increasingly impede the inertia of the evolution, and will radically change the
constellation of : Skull – Brain - Psyche!
In response to the Mutations in the Psyche some correspondent mutations of the
Brain will appear, and consequently - of the cranium…
The Brain as the Skull, which automatically follows the Brain, will modify
significantly their Form and structure.
The development of these new morphological modifications will entail a new
configuration of the human skull, and consequently - of the human body.
Not later than 2030 women will have extremely difficult labor because of the
increase of the diameter of the brain and the skull of the fetus, and also because
of the disproportion between the latter and the diameter of the birth canal. The
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diameter of the female pelvis will not be increasing in size so fast, and in 2050
the normal delivery through the birth canal will become practically impossible.
Then all the women in labor will have Cesarean Deliveries-“Sectio Cesarei”.
Yet, this is little or nothing in comparison to the surprises in the Evolutionary
processes that we are going to face!
Since the Brain mass will be increasing exponentially faster than the size of the
skull, that will lead to an unprecedented tragic evolutionary conflict between the
rapid hypertrophy of the Brain and the slow hypertrophy of the skull!
This conflict will be resolved by the Evolution through the fatal “Cranial-Brain
Dismembering” and the Brain mass will start releasing from its Cranium
limitation. This process will entail the separation of the brain mass from the
body mass and structure: There will no longer be a morphological relationship
between the Brain and the Body and the relationship between them will be only
in regard to their function, and yet it will be not for long…
In the future, every 50 years the brain will evidently increase its mass, but in the
24th century even the brain will become unnecessary for the Evolution, and in
the 25th century the brain will disappear because it will transfigure in Black
Holes, and thus it will finally transfigure in Quantum-Psychic substance.
As long as the Brain remains an evolutionary unity of a macroscopic body and
quantum psyche, which are related through the “Black hole of Consciousness”
and the “reverse Black hole of Unconscious”, when one of the component starts
to disappear – the body, the brain will self-transfigure in another componentquantum unconscious psyche.
Not later than 23rd century the Brain will become totally emancipated from the
body. But yet, the brain itself will become unnecessary for the Evolution and the
Evolution will adapt to the processes of concentrating, condensing and
symmetrically shaping - transfiguring of psychic-quantum mass in
macroscopic energy, and even without the help of Brain correlative!
Let’s just remind that the main function of the brain was to concentrate,
condense and symmetrically shape - in order to reach mutual transfiguration of
two different substances: Body substance and Psychic substance.
The evolutionary mission of the brain was to transfigure body-energy substance
in psychic-information substance, and vice versa.
The Evolution develops the Brain as Evolutionary Ontological-transfiguration
machine - Lens to enable the reciprocal equivalent-Symmetry and the
reciprocal transformation of the Macrocosmic Energy of the Perception
Function of Present in Microcosmic Information of the Wave Function of
Quantum Future.
This reciprocal flow and transformation of the Energy into Information and of
Soma into Psyche is manifested by the mediation of Quantum Realm.
Once, the Evolution becomes able more easily and quickly to condense,
symmetrically shape and transform the psychic-possible-quantum substance in
energy-actual macrocosmic energy - only through the Psychic Functions of the
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“Chance-Fantasy” and the Consciousness (Consciousness acting as a Black Hole
and Chance Fantasy acting as a Reverse Black Hole) - then the brain will be
gradually pushed aside from its dominant position of Mediator between the
Psychic and the matter, since the new type “Psychic Concentrationcondensation-symmetry and Transfiguration” will prove more adaptable and
fit for the Evolution, when the “Quantum Channels between the “Subjectivity
Psyche” of the man and the “Objectivity Psyche” of the universe make the two
types of Psyche symmetrical and egalitarian.
This process of emancipation of the Psyche from the Brain and the body will
continue to develop through the dominance of the Objective Psychic Functions
over the traditional subjective functions.
This in turn will lead to the fusion of the Subjectivities without losing their
individualities because of the principle of the Ontological Transparency, which
acts in the psychic and quantum world.
And, the Psyche in the form of liberated Psychic Functions and abilities will
become independent of the brain and will develop mostly into the Noosphere
and the Noo-taxis.
Yet bigger surprises are coming in regard to the evolution of the Psyche, which
will continue to increase even more exponentially than the brain.
This fact builds up the following disproportional Picture: The growth of the
brain will lag behind the Psyche and the growth of the Skull will lag behind the
growth of the brain!
The correlation Skull – Brain - Psyche will radically change through a dual
Emancipation:
1/ Psychic emancipation of the Psyche from its brain carrier and
2/ the Brain emancipation of the brain from its skull prison
Once the brain mass starts liberating itself from the limitation of the skull, and it
starts to develop outside the brain, then it will mark the first pre-modification
and dislocation of the human body.
When the Psyche becomes totally emancipated from the Brain-mediator, then it
will mark the second pre-modification of the human body, and during this
process the human body will start gradually to reduce its size until it finally
turns into rudimentary organ, similar to the today’s appendix. The Evolution
after 26th century will reach extremely speedy and exponential ultra-psychic
dimension.
Not later than three centuries from now – in 25th century even the human body
itself will become unnecessary and will be a burden on the evolution because the
Psyche will totally emancipate from the brain. Then the psychic functions,
which will no longer need the brain, will communicate and exchange virtual and
psychic energy straightaway and directly with the Objective Unconscious
Psyche of the Universe - when the Subjective Psyche of the man of the past will
emerge with the Objective Psyche of the Universe.
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Then the Evolution will renounce the human body, and later it will also
renounce the Brain as a temporary mediator between the Psyche and the Body,
because the Subjective Psyche of the man and the Objective Psyche of the
universe will find out a way how to merge directly through “Quantum MicroSingular Anastomoses”.
Depending to what degree in different parts of the Universe the Subjective
Psyche will agglomerate and merge with the Subjective Physics through Local
Singularities and local singular explosions, resembling implosions of Black
Holes - the initial and the primordial “Objective Psyche” will be restored due to
that process of re-integration– as far as in the 33rd century the whole universe
will be concentrated namely in two manifestations: Objective Psyche, i.e. the
information-possible one; and Subjective Physics, i.e. the energetic-actual one.
At that stage an observer outside the Earth –perhaps an extra-universal observerwill register just one split dual Universe, which in some of its parts will remain
the traditional Universe of galaxies -super new and evolving by inertia stars, and
in some other parts - the Universe will no longer be visible, sensory and
registered since it will be manifested only by the possible-information-psychic
substance.
Only then will the fundamental role of the Quantum Realm become evident which will turn to be the main channel and mediator, enabling the merge and the
inter-transformation between the traditional Energy Universe, having space and
Time; and the Information – Possible-Ideal-Psyche Universe, that has no space,
time and locality; and by being nowhere it in fact will be everywhere due to its
guiding principle of “Ontological Transparency” and “Non-locality”.
A conflict will not arise between the two manifestations since bigger and bigger
parts of the Energy Universe of the “Subjective Physics” will find their
correlative “Subjective Psychic Correspondents” to merge with, in order to
restore and reintegrate the secondarily destroyed “Information-Energy
Symmetry” arrangement, which restores the Objective Psyche of the Universe.
Thus, let’s remind what the basic Cosmic Law states: Initially and timelessly
there exits solely the Objective Psyche whose substance is only psychic information-possible substance. And only by self-disintegration of the
“Objective Psyche” whose self-bifurcation leads to two differentiated realms –in
the time dimension appear the two modifications: the “Subjective Physics”
which is Energy-actuality, and the “Subjective Psyche” which is Objective
Psyche.
As a result from the separation and the splitting up of the Objective Psyche into
“Information-possible Universe “and “Energy-actual Universe” arises the Space
– as a measure of their parting, and on the other hand - the Time - as dynamics
of their travel of Parting: where the Time literally becomes a measure of the
traveling of Energy towards Information, as well as of the traveling of
Information towards Energy.
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Since the Space and time are only a measure of the Parting and the separation of
the Information Subjective Psyche from the Energy Subjective Physics, then
apparently when the “Subjective Physics” and the “Subjective Psyche” enter
again into more-intimate interaction and Fusion until they join completely, at
that point the time and the Space disappear in the process of Symmetry and
egalitarianism of the Energy and Information.
Then as long as the Space and the Time increase they remain a measure and
indication of disintegration and parting of the “Energy-Information Continuum”,
which is intrinsic substance of the “Objective Psyche”.
In order the initial state of the “Objective Psyche” to be restored it is necessary
the “Subjective Physics of Energy” and the “Subjective Psyche of the
Information” once again to enter into combination and undergo Fusion.
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